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What other items of importance would you like to share
with us?
•

I feel the number of police officers on duty should be increased proportionately to population. a larger police presence may deter incidents like recent crimes in kuna.

•

There are too many Cory Barton homes in Kuna decreasing the value of other homes not built by Cory Barton.

•

Too many homes being built creating more congestion

•

Stop ripping out all of the ag land for housing

•

Want Consistent water quality, real side walks not just a curb

•

Need more retail stores in the area to keep money in the city as opposed to Meridian with all the houses and subdivisions being built in Kuna

•

Stop approving new sub divisions. We need to catch up first on what's already slated. Stop approving our farm land being Sold and re-zoned. We do not have the
schools in place and the businesses to support the homes that are already approved for the next 10 years. Focus on that

•

Slow the housing growth to catch up on infrastructure such as roads, schools, police and fire dept. There is something wrong with Idaho's lack of infrastructure
planning before building hundreds of homes . The Developers should be involved and responsible for some of this funding

•

School quality function, and flow. Clean community. Community educational classes and discussions on topics that matter. Such as: Drug awareness/education. Kuna
has a large drug problem needing more awareness (id like to not find used needles around on neighbor paths and children school playground) Health & Wellness Senior
citizen classes and options for those not in an assisted facility "Clean eating" and dietary options and education. Perhaps a community class night? Neighborhood watch.
Swan Falls tracks needs an option. Please oversee that traffic, and crime stay at a minimal.

What other items of importance would you like to share
with us?
•

Look into resolving railroad crossing related traffic problems.

•

Infrastructure, forward thinking rather than playing 1 step forward 3 back, catch up is for hamburgers

•

Stop letting any developer build in Kuna! Let the school district catch up with what growth you seem so happy to approve. Seems like the city doesn’t care
about the success of our school district.

•

There needs to be something fine about the tracks. Providing a crossing from black cat to deer flat would be optimal for when Train blocks the crossing.
Very worrisome for first responders. A target would be great across from Ridley's.

•

Would like to see clothing and outdoor store. Sidewalk connectivity is important. Crosswalk at Orchard where Greenbelt ends as there is no sidewalk on
the south side of Avalon. Lot size should be bigger in the subdivisions. Should be able to get a vehicle between your house and the fence into your back
yard for maintenance, hauling, cleaning, etc. Stop the greed of the developers by making lots as small as possible.

•

There was not an option for LESS housing development but it seems that there is too much housing being built and the schools and roads are not
prepared for so much growth.

•

More Police presence

What other items of importance would you like to share
with us?
•

The current rate of development for starter homes is creating an undesirable area for people that will provide meaningful long term investment in the
community. Developers are taking advantage of our community and making money without investing in our community. Our roads are being tore up and
not satisfactorily repaired by developers. Kuna has enough low end properties, it is time to invest in attracting higher end residents that care about the
community and will reduce the influx of illegal activities in our community. Letting outside businesses come in and take from this great community is a
travesty

•

Please stop approving new housing developments. We are saturated with them. Work on developing new business that people will actually utilize. Mid
Range restaurants like Red Robin would be good or offer incentives for small locally run restaurants to move out here. A bowling alley would be a great
place to have out here.

•

No more pizza places! More restaurants

•

Bridge or underpass across train tracks

•

Growth in inevitable, but what does this mean for meridian rd.? It’s clogged enough in the morning and afternoons also increasing traffic downtown,
concerns me for children’s safety. We also need more police to match our growth. Just in moon hill alone we have experienced so much theft and
vandalism this year 2018 then ever in the last 5 years

•

Just keep trying and working

What other items of importance would you like to share
with us?
•

Some commercial development south of the railroad tracks.

•

More activities to keep kids busy. An indoor swimming pool would be wonderful. Indoors keep it open year long. Not a private pool but a public pool.
Like the YMCA. Affordable for seniors and students.

•

Indoor swimming

•

Please no more of the same type of businesses. Pizza places, hardware supply etc. Need different businesses that provide different services so that our
needs are met in town and the current businesses can thrive. Enough with the pizza restaurants.

•

If it is possible to build an overpass or bridge to connect ten mile at the train tracks and river area, that would be wonderful.

The end

